
Welcome!



• Teq Strategy LLC
• Product design and prototype development
• Private Pilot
• Part 107 commercial drone certification
• Board of Directors for Drone User Group 

Fred Briggs



Peoples concerns

• Invasion of Privacy

• Interfering with manned aircraft operations

• Safety concerns, like landing on the White House 
lawn or flying over crowds 



Topics in this section

• History of Drones
• What are drones doing now
• FAA Regulations



What is a Drone?

The term Drone comes from 1935, when the chief of 
naval operations Adm. William Standley, visited Britain. He 
was given a demonstration of the Royal Navy’s new DH 82B 
Queen Bee remotely controlled aircraft that was used for 
anti-aircraft gunnery practice. 

Features of a drone:
• Aircraft without a human pilot aboard
• Has onboard electronics to aid stability which is 

referred to as the flight controller. 
• Commonly has the ability to operate autonomously, 

meaning it can fly using sensors such as a GPS 
without direct control from a human.



Which one is a drone?



Alternative names you might 
hear for a Drone:

• Small Unmanned Aerial System (sUAS) 
• Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
• Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
• Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA)
• Remote Piloted Vehicle (RPV)



What do drones do now?

• Dirty, Dull and Dangerous
• Pipeline inspection
• Search and Rescue (SAR)
• Survey work
• Agriculture
• Cinematography
• Infrastructure inspection
• Communications relay
• Surveillance



Why cant I get a pizza!?!?



FAA rules for flying a drone

• Maximum altitude of 400’
• Maximum weight of 250 grams before you have to 

register with the FAA
• Must fly in uncontrolled airspace; www.b4ufly.com
• Remain in visual line of sight without aid of anything 

other than glasses
• You cant get paid to fly or do any commercial activity 

without a part 107 license. 
• Don’t fly over people or property
• Inside space is not regulated by the FAA
• Must be 5 miles from airports (unless you are inside)

Number one rule: Be respectful! 

http://www.b4ufly.com/


Multicopter
Flight Dynamics



Why Multicopters?

• Mechanically simple
• Parts are cheap
• Easy to fly
• Stable platforms
• Excellent support for advanced

features like GPS waypoint navigation
• Why don’t we see large scale 

versions?
• Limitations



How a copter moves

• Some props are CW and others
are CCW

• Multi copters are RPM based 
control

• Helicopters are pitch based 
control

• Yaw is controlled by counter 
rotating props



Frame Types
• Multicopter is the generic 

name for anything that has 
multiple rotors and is not a 
helicopter. 

• Many styles of frames exist 
with pros and cons for each

• More props usually adds 
redundancy and more lift

• Typically see an even number 
of props



Transmitter Controls

• We use mode 2 which has the throttle on the 
left side.

• Don’t move the sticks like a video game
• Quadcopter will hover at about half throttle
• Fly with the back towards us 
• Very sensitive on throttle



Learn to fly the toy copters

• You must learn the controls and how to fly these 
safely before you can fly the one we are building. 
What we are building is MUCH faster and much 
more powerful. That means you must 
demonstrate proper safety and flight skills with 
this copter. 



Intro to Flight controllers
Naze32 race style FC Pixhawk which is full featured with lots of 

sensor inputs



Core functions of a flight controller (FC)

• Uses a micro controller exactly like what you use in Arduino
• Receiver (i.e. pilot inputs) Possible options PWM style or serial based like 

SBUS which is what we use. 
• Reads and makes decisions about sensors such as accelerometer, gyro, 

pressure sensor, GPS, etc
• Mixes the channels. For example the throttle mixes all the motors together.
• Outputs information to external devices such as ESC’s or servos to make 

changes. 
• This is a closed loop system that has feedback from sensors
• We are using a racing style FC that is optimized for fast feedback loops



Accelerometer 
and gyro

• An accelerometer is designed to measure 
non-gravitational acceleration. This tells you 
how fast you are changing direction in any 
attitude

• A gyroscope is a device that uses Earth's 
gravity to help determine orientation. This 
gives you your current attitude

• These are the two primary sensors that a 
flight controller relies on to make decisions

• These sensors are highly impacted by 
vibration. Things like balancing the props and 
removing all excess vibration from the copter 
makes a big impact on how well the FC 
responds



An introduction to 
Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID’s)



Feedback loop

Closed Loop vs. Open Loop



PID control

• can automate 
processes 
where you 
need to 
maintain a 
certain preset 
level.



Proportional Control Mode

• Looks at the present error
• The proportional control mode is the main driving force in a controller. It 

changes the controller output in proportion to the error (Figure 3). If the 
error increases, the control action increases proportionally. This is very 
useful, since more control action is needed to correct large errors.

The adjustable setting for proportional control is called the Controller Gain 
(Kc). A higher controller gain will increase the amount of proportional 
control action for a given error. If the controller gain is set too high the 
control loop will begin oscillating and become unstable. If the controller 
gain is set too low, it will not respond adequately to disturbances or set 
point changes.



Integral Control Mode

• Looks at the past error
• The need for manual reset, as described above, led to the 

development of automatic reset or the integral control mode, as it is 
known today. The function of the integral control mode is to 
increment or decrement the controller’s output over time to reduce 
the error, as long as there is any error present (process variable not at 
set point). Given enough time, the integral action will drive the 
controller output until the error is zero.



Derivative Control Mode (i.e. damping)

• Looks at future error
• The third control mode in a PID controller is the derivative control 

mode. Derivative control is rarely used in controlling processes, but it 
is used often in motion control. For process control, it is not 
absolutely required. Nevertheless, using the derivative control mode 
of a controller can make certain types of control loops respond a little 
faster than with PI control alone (temperature control is a typical 
application for PID control).



Proportional Control

𝐹𝐹 = −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
where x is error



Proportional + Derivative Control

𝐹𝐹 = −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝐷𝐷�̈�𝑃



PID Summary

• You need to balance or tune the P, I, and D constants to optimum 
values to get the desired control response.

• P value (most important!)
• Too little = insensitive, unresponsive
• Too much = overshoots, rapid oscillation

• D value
• Too little (underdamped) = oscillations don’t stop, twitchy
• Too much (overdamped) = molasses, may amplify error

• I value
• Too little = offset error
• Too much = overshoots, oscillates



Components in the system



Arduino is a tool for making computers that can
sense and control more of the physical world than
your desktop computer. It's an open-source physical
computing platform based on a simple
microcontroller board, and a development
environment for writing software for the board.

Introduction to Arduino and 
Sensor inputs



What Can 
Arduino Do?

• Micro controllers can make 
some amazing projects and are 
in things all around us. 

• A few examples of things I have 
made with Arduino



Analog vs Digital

• Arduino is a digital device which means it can move pins 
from 0-5V. 

• It can read analog inputs but then converts them to digital
• It can’t output a true analog signal. It spoofs analog by using 

PWM
• PWM resource http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/PWM
• Arduino is a digital device. Since it can not output an 

analog signal it fakes by rapidly turning a pin on and 
off (i.e high and low). By varying the timing of this it 
can reduce the effective output current which in the 
case of an LED reduces the brightness. This allows 
you to slowly fade the LED    

Images from Sparkfun

http://arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/PWM


● Microcontroller running at 16mhz using a 
crystal to accurately keep time.

● Pins that can accept analog inputs
● One serial interface (on UNO)
● Digital GPIO pins
● Runs on 5 volts
● Runs C/C++
● Extensive list of libraries to add 

functionality
● 8 Bit system

Arduino Pinout



Download the Arduino
Integrated Development Environment (IDE)



Types of interfaces

• Serial: 
• Has a receive (RX) and a Transmit (TX) 
• Make sure the voltages match or risk damaging the electronics. Cant connect 3.3V to 5V 

without hurting something
• TX on device connects to RX on the Arduino 
• RX on device connects to TX on the Arduino
• Serial.begin(9600); 
• https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/serial

• Digital pins
• These can be high or low
• Input or output
• They can be toggled high and low VERY fast
• You can read the state or write the state of the pin

https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/serial


3 Parts of the Code

• Top section declares the variables
• Setup section runs only once and 

defines parameters that only need to 
be declared once

• Loop is where the work is done
• //are comments and ignored by the 

code. Use them frequently!!
• Every line needs to end with a 

semicolon. 
• Delay is in milliseconds and 1000 

milliseconds = 1 second
• Syntax is very fussy and it is case 

sensitive



Set IDE to match your Arduino



Writing Analog Signals (PWM)
The Fading example demonstrates the use of analog 

output (PWM) to fade an LED. It is available in the 
File->Sketchbook->Examples->Analog menu of the 
Arduino software.

A call to analogWrite() is on a scale of 0 - 255, such 
that analogWrite(255) requests a 100% duty cycle 
(always on), and analogWrite(127) is a 50% duty 
cycle (on half the time) for example.

int ledPin = 9;    // LED connected to digital pin 9

void setup() {
// nothing happens in setup

}

void loop() {
// fade in from min to max in increments of 5 points:
for (int fadeValue = 0 ; fadeValue <= 255; fadeValue += 5) {

// sets the value (range from 0 to 255):
analogWrite(ledPin, fadeValue);
// wait for 30 milliseconds to see the dimming effect
delay(30);

}

// fade out from max to min in increments of 5 points:
for (int fadeValue = 255 ; fadeValue >= 0; fadeValue -= 5) {

// sets the value (range from 0 to 255):
analogWrite(ledPin, fadeValue);
// wait for 30 milliseconds to see the dimming effect
delay(30);

}
}

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/AnalogWrite


PWM
Commonly used for Servo and ESC

● If used with a servo the high point in the value is measured 
and this duration dictates the position of the servo.

● Duration of 1000 micro seconds equals o degrees
● Duration of 2000 micro seconds equals 180 degrees
● 1000-2000 is typical but not always the case. If you hear 

the servo whine stop it. 
● The servo takes the PWM input  value and compares that 

to a  potentiometer reading to determine its orientation 
and ensure that it is lined up with 

What happens when you remove the PWM pin?



Loops, Conditions and Comparison Operators

• While loop – while a defined condition is true continue to repeat the process. For example; while the button is pressed keep the LED on.

• https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/For

• For loop – Generally used to repeat something a fixed number of times. For example; read a sensor 10 times and then average the results. 

• If – If something is true do something

https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/if

• ==   //equals

• !=   //does NOT equal

• <   //less than

• >  //Greater than

If(ledButton != HIGH){

doSomething;

}

If(ledButton == HIGH){

doSomethingElse;

}

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/For
https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/if


Libraries
• Libraries add functionality while masking some of the complexity in 

the back ground. For example we will use a library to get readings 
from the ultrasonic sensor. 

• Nearly anything you want to do has a library. 
• Tutorial on library instillation http://arduino.cc/en/Guide/Libraries

http://arduino.cc/en/Guide/Libraries


Adding a sensor and using a library



How to connect the breadboard
• Always read the data sheet before connecting new devices! This ultrasonic runs on 5V, the same 

as Arduino but this is not always the case. Datasheet for our ultrasonic is here. 
http://www.micropik.com/PDF/HCSR04.pdf

• This diagram shows pins 7 and 8 but the example code might be different so make sure to check 
that

• Do NOT mix GND and 5V!!

http://www.micropik.com/PDF/HCSR04.pdf


Get some results

• Run the code on Arduino and hold your hand in front of the ultrasonic 
sensor. Slowly move it away about 10 cm and hold it for 3 seconds

• Open Terminal and you can see the output data
• How do we get this output?
• Can we use this output to debug code?
• How fast is the data refreshing and why does it matter?
• Use millis() to see how fast we are collecting data

Reference for millis()
https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/millis

https://www.arduino.cc/en/reference/millis


Get a servo working

• Servo is driven by PWM outputs 
• PWM is a timing based signal
• Servos typically run at 50Hz, anything higher and they can burn up
• PWM output is from 1000-2000 microseconds
• Valid travel ranges are typically 0-180 degrees (sometimes a little less)
• Continuous rotation servos exist but are not what we are working with

● The servo library is required to operate the servo
● The Arduino has the capability to create a PWM built-in

For more details on Digital vs. Analog signals:
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/analog-vs-digital

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/analog-vs-digital


Introducing the array

An array is a code function used to store like data
An array can be a list of names, numbers, or other data of the same type. You might call an array a list. For 

example I might use an array if I wanted to store all the students names. 

char studentNames[] = “John, Mary, Beth, Tim”;

Code project:
Use an array to input the following numbers [500, 3000, 1000]
Use the array to call delays that hold the LED on and off for the array time periods



Arduino code for arrays



Servo adjustment project
http://playground.arduino.cc/Learning/SingleServoExample

Use code to complete the following tasks...

• Make the servo dial move from 0 to 90 degrees
• Make the servo dial move from 0 to 90 degrees then hold for 3 seconds, then move back to zero
• For advanced students try number 3 but without using delay()
• Make the servo move from 0 to 180 and back stopping for 1 second every 10 degrees
• advanced students, same as number 5 but don’t use delay()
• Write code to move the servo from 0 to 180 degrees based on distance identified on the ultrasonic 

sensor from 0 to 30 cm
• Overlay data for the expected values - how do they differ?
• Calculate the offset in terms of % variance between expected and actual - what factors affect these 

offsets?

• If ping distance is less than 20 turn on the LED on pin 13, when greater turn the LED off

• Relate ping distance from 0-30cm to servo output 0-180 degrees

• Relate analog read of potentiometer to servo output

• Sweep the servo 90 degrees pause for 1 second and then go the other 90 degrees

• Sweep the servo 180 degrees back and forth but take 5 seconds to make 1 full sweep

• For advanced students- smooth the ultrasonic input data using an array 

• Do a serial debug to see the potentiometer values

• Create a counter each time the LED blinks and output a serial message every 10th blink



Inputs and Outputs
• Data often has less than perfect resolution and clarity
• We must include some code to add “smarts” to our system and teach it 

how to interpret bad data from good data
• We will use an Ultrasonic sensor to better understand the kinds of noise 

we can expect to see in various robotic systems



Setting Up and Testing the Ultrasonic Sensor
Set up your ultrasonic sensor to use the following pins on your arduino:

• Vcc is connected to arduino 5V
• Trigger is connected to arduino D5
• Echo is connected to arduino D6
• Gnd is connected to arduino GND Vcc

Trig
Echo
Gnd

#include <NewPing.h>    //adds the ultrasonic library

int TRIGGER_PIN = 5;  // Arduino pin tied to trigger pin on the ultrasonic sensor.
int ECHO_PIN = 6;  // Arduino pin tied to echo pin on the ultrasonic sensor.
int MAX_DISTANCE = 200; // Maximum distance we want to ping for (in centimeters). Maximum sensor distance is rated at 400-500cm.

NewPing sonar(TRIGGER_PIN, ECHO_PIN, MAX_DISTANCE); // NewPing setup of pins and maximum distance.

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600); // Open serial monitor at 9600 baud to see ping results.

}

void loop() {
delay(50);                      // Wait 50ms between pings
unsigned int uS = sonar.ping(); // Send ping, get ping time in microseconds (uS).

Serial.println(uS / (float)US_ROUNDTRIP_CM); //Convert ping time to distance in cm and print result (0 = outside set distance range)
//Serial.print("millis = ");
//Serial.println(millis());

}



Plotting the Raw Data
Raw Ultrasonic data is going to be 

very jumpy. this can be a problem 
when it is being used to control 
other electronics. 

Plot the raw data from some slow 
and fast hand motions at various 
ranges. 



Filtering Outputs
Many systems have a lot of “noise” in the sensor data. We want to make the 

output clean, and filter out the unsteady nature of the sensor. The code 
you have been provided with has several types of filtering.
• Positional Averaging: This uses the previous values to smooth out any 

spikes or lulls as well as softens the jumps between high and low inputs.
• (A+B+C)/3

• Integral Averaging: Puts more emphasis on recent values
• (A+B+3C)/5

• Derivative Averaging: Puts more emphasis on previous values
• (3A+3B+C)/7

*Note: you can use more than just 3 previous reading



Various Types of Filtering



Base Motor Code
#include<NewPing.h>    //adds the ultrasonic library

/******************** Ultrasonic variables ********************/
int TRIGGER_PIN = 5;  // Arduino pin tied to trigger pin on the ultrasonic sensor.
int ECHO_PIN = 6;  // Arduino pin tied to echo pin on the ultrasonic sensor.
int MAX_DISTANCE = 200; // Maximum distance we want to ping for (in centimeters). Maximum sensor distance is rated at 400-500cm.
NewPing sonar(TRIGGER_PIN, ECHO_PIN, MAX_DISTANCE); // NewPing setup of pins and maximum distance.
double Input, Output, ServoOutput, rawInput, smoothInput, PID_Input, centerAngle; 

/******************** Smoothing variables ********************/
int smooth[5];
int smoothCounter = 1;  

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600); // Open serial monitor at 9600 baud to see ping results.

}

void loop() {

/******************** Get ultrasonic data ********************/
rawInput = readPosition();                                            //Calls function readPosition() and sets the balls
Serial.print("Raw Input = ");    // print input to terminal
Serial.print(rawInput);    // print input to terminal
Serial.print("\t");

/******************** Position averaging (smoothing for noise) ********************/
smooth[smoothCounter] = rawInput;
smoothCounter=smoothCounter+1;
if(smoothCounter==5){          //lower the value to increase the reaction time

smoothCounter=1;
}
smoothInput = (smooth[1] + smooth[2] + smooth[3] + smooth[4] + smooth[5]) / 5;    //change this code to a loop for better visibility (to use an array of any size)
Serial.print("   Smooth Input = ");    // print input to terminal
Serial.print(smoothInput);     // print smoothing value to terminal
Serial.print("\t");  // start new line

Output = smoothInput;  // add code here to calibrate from 0-255 for PWM
analogWrite(Output, smoothInput);
Serial.println("");  // start new line

}

float readPosition() {
delay(20);                                                            //Don't set too low or echos will run into eachother.  
const int pingPin = 7;
long cm;                   // Wait 50ms between pings
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